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Abstract 

Rudimentary relations are those relations over natural integers that are defined by a first-order 
arithmetical formula, in which all quantifications are bounded by some variables. The question of 
whether a given primitive recursive relation is rudimentary is in some cases difficult and related 

to several well-known open questions in theoretical computer science. In this paper, we present 
systematic tools to study this question, and various applications. One of them gives a sufficient 
condition of the collapsing of the first classes of the Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy. 

Keywords: Rudimentary relations, counting, primitive recursion, coding 

1. Introduction 

Rudimentary relations are those relations over integers which are definable by a 

do-formula. They have been studied for a long time (see [ 1,9,20,24]) and are still 

interesting because they form the following robust, large and intriguing class of rela- 

tions. 

Definition 1.1. Let us denote by ‘33 the smallest class of relations over integers con- 

taining the graphs of addition and multiplication (seen as ternary relations) and closed 

under the following operations: 

l boolean operations (7, A, V, +); 

l explicit transformations, i.e. adding, cancelling, renaming, permuting and confusing 

variables, (see a precise definition in [24]); 

l variable bounded quantifications (i.e. Vx <y . . . meaning Vx (x<Y + . . .) and 3x < 

Y . . . meaning 3x (x < y A . . .). 

93 is robust: there are several different definitions of this class of relations. Rudimen- 

tary relations were first introduced by Smullyan in [24], following the ideas of Quine 
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(cf. [20]) using dyadic concatenation x = y *z as a basic relation for arithmetic instead 

of x = y + z and x = y.z. In the same paper, Smullyan shows that any semi-recursive 

relation can be defined by a formula of type as 3uP(x,u), where P is a rudimentary 

relation, and that all rudimentary relations are definable by do-formulas. Then, Bennett 

shows in [l] that the class of rudimentary relations does not depend on what (fixed) 

alphabet is used to represent integers, as long as it contains at least two letters, and 

that all do-formulas define rudimentary relations. 

In [9], Harrow proved that ‘!JI is closed under substitution of a polynomial to a vari- 

able. In particular, this means we can make use of polynomially bounded quantifications 

(such as ‘dx < y2) instead of bounded variable quantifications. 

Also, % corresponds to a computational complexity class, to a descriptive complexity 

class and to a weak recursion class as we recall below. 

!R is large: most natural arithmetical relations are rudimentary. For instance, the 

following formula defines the set of prime numbers: 

x>l AVy<xVz<x~(x= y.z). 

In Section 2, we list some other relations that are proved to be rudimentary. In some 

cases, we use the fact that the ternary relation x = y’ is rudimentary, as Bennett has 

proved in [l]. 

Mainly there are two types of relations whose status toward rudimentary relations 

is unknown. The first type corresponds to graphs of recursive primitive functions, in 

particular to counting relations. For instance, is the binary relation “y is the xth prime 

number” rudimentary? Indeed, the question of whether % is closed under counting is 

still open (see [13,19] and Section 7). In this paper, we are concerned in this first 

type of relations. 

The second type corresponds to relations obtained from rudimentary relations by 

substituting an exponential to a variable. For instance, is the unary relation “x verifies 

2’ + 1 is prime” rudimentary ? Note that it is known that ‘% is not closed under 

substitution of an exponential to a variable (see [9]), so that the answer is “no” in 

general. 

However, it is difficult to exhibit a natural arithmetical relation which can be proved 

not to be rudimentary. 

The origin of this paper is a previous proof of the fact that the sequence of 

Fibonacci’s numbers is rudimentary (see [6, 161 and Section 6). With this aim in view, 

we had to use various coding devices which are presented in this paper. This paper 

is an attempt to systematize the use of these tools for proving that various primitive 

recursive relations are rudimentary (or counting rudimentary, see Section 7). 

‘31 is intriguing: rudimentary relations are linked with a lot of well-known open 

questions in computational complexity, finite model theory, weak arithmetics and re- 

cursivity theory. Let us denote by RUD the class of rudimentary sets (i.e. unary 

rudimentary relations) and by &(RUD) the class of their dyadic representations 

(“rudimentary languages”). Wrathall proved that reasonable encoding of k-ary 
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rudimentary relations into languages provides rudimentary languages (see [27]), so 

that whenever it is convenient we confuse the two notions. 

In computationul complexity theory, .L?z(RUD) is proved to be equal to the 

linear hierarchy LinH defined in [27], and consequently that !&(RUD) contains 

NLINTIME. Nepomnjascii proved that Qz(RUD) contains LOGSPACE, Myhil proved 

that f!z(RUD) is contained in LZNSPACE (see [18,21]), hence f!z(RUD) is also con- 

tained in NEXPTIME, but none of these inclusions is known to be strict. Also, it is 

known that &(RUD) contains many NP-complete problems, namely all the classical 

problems listed by Karp in [ 121 (see also [ 171). 

In descriptive complexity, RUD is equal to a class of binary spectra (see [26]). The 

question whether RUD contains all binary spectra is still open, and a positive answer 

would imply NP #co - NP. On the other hand, (second-order) spectra are represented 

in rudimentary sets up to some exponential functions (see [ 171). Also, concerning$nite 

model theory, it is proved that f?z(RUD) corresponds to monadic second-order logic 

with addition (see [ 171). 

In formal languages theory, gz(RUD) is proved to be the smallest class of lan- 

guages containing the regular languages and { 1”2”, n > 0) and closed under boolean 

operations, inverse homomorphisms and length-preserving homomorphisms (see [27]). 

Jones proved that Qz(RUD) strictly contains context-free languages (see [ 111) and My- 

hi1 proved it is contained into context-sensitive languages (see [ 1 S]), but none of these 

inclusions is known to be strict. 

Finally, let us turn to recursion theory, which concerns this paper. First, let us 

recall that % is equal to the class of relations associated to the following class of 

primitive recursive functions G* (see [lo]): the smallest class of functions containing 

projections, constants, successor, substraction, product and closed under composition 

and limited minimum (f(u) = MIh{x <j(u) : g(x, U) = 0) if this set is not empty, and 

f(u) =j(a) otherwise). However, this characterization is not totally satisfying, because 

limited minimum is not a classical recursive schema. 

Let us now recall the definition of the Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy for primitive re- 

cursive functions (see [S]): for all i30, we denote Q’ the smallest class of functions 

containing projections, constants and the ith Ackermann’s function and closed under 

composition and bounded recursion (f(x, 0) = g(x), f (x, i + 1) = h(x, i, f (x, i)), f(x, i) 

<j(x,i)). This hierarchy is strict and its union is equal to the class of all primitive 

recursive functions. Let us denote by (5; the corresponding class of relations, i.e. the 

relations which characteristic functions are in Q?. Grzegorczyk proved that the cor- 

responding hierarchy is strict for i 3 3 (see [S]) and Ritchie proved it for i = 2 (see 

[21]), but the case of small classes @+ to @: is still open (see [13]). The union of 

this hierarchy is equal to the class of all primitive recursive relations. It is well known 

that % C C$, but the equality remains an open question (and would imply %= E’, as 

well). Note that addition as a function lies in (5’ \K”, whereas as a relation, it lies in (5:. 

Similarly, multiplication (resp. exponentiation) as a function lies in CZ*\@ (resp. 

E3\CE2) whereas they lie in C$ as a relation. We shall see in Section 3 that the 

graphs of all Ackermann’s unary functions lie in %, hence in (5:. Hence, the main 
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way of exhibiting a primitive recursive relation which is not rudimentary is to choose 

it in @.\K’, . Although it is true that infinitly many relations exist, we know no natural 

example. 

The first author attempts to characterize 94 as a recursion class in [5]. Let J-’ be the 

smallest class of functions containing constants, projections and predecessor and closed 

under composition and bounded iteration (f(x, 0) = g(x), f(x, i + 1) = h(x, f(x, i)), 
f(x,i) < j(x,i)). The corresponding class of relations J+’ contains ‘!X whereas any 

class obtained by cancelling some basic operations or by replacing bounded iteration 

by bounded pure iteration is strictly contained in ‘X But, once again, the question of 
equality remains open. 

Hence, given a primitive recursive relation, the question of its belonging to % is 

nontrivial, and methodic tools for studying this type of questions are worth being 

developed. 

In Section 2, we write down several easy rudimentary definitions that are used in 

the sequel. In Section 3, we present the classical encoding of calculus for a primitive 

recursive function, and study in which case this tool is strong enough to prove that the 

graph of a given (primitive recursive) function is rudimentary. This method was used 

by Paris and Wilkie in [19], and by Woods in [26]: his result corresponds to our Lemma 

3.6, and proves that some “short and small” recursively defined sequences of integers 

are rudimentary. He extended this lemma to larger and longer sequences, but only when 

they are defined by summation. We generalize it to larger and longer and recursively 

dejined sequences. Then we can obtain results, (some of these have already been 

proved by Meloul in [ 151 via LOGSPACE machines), in a straightforward arithmetical 

way. Then we prove that linear and polynomial recurrences are rudimentary in Section 

6. Finally, in Section 7, we prove that the set of the counting rudimentary relations 

is closed under polynomial substitution, and to obtain a sufficient condition of the 

collapsing of the Gregorczyk’s hierarchy. Sections 6 and 7 can be read independently. 

2. Easy rudimentary relations 

It will be convenient for the last section to generalize the results to classes which 

contains the rudimentary relations. So let us introduce the following definition: 

Definition 2.1. Let us denote by ‘%Z”b any class of primitive recursive relations over 

integers containing the graph of addition and multiplication and closed under the fol- 

lowing operations: 

l boolean operations; 

0 explicit transformations; 

l variables bounded quantifications. 

It clearly appears that the class % is the smallest among the !Rub classes. 
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First, let us consider closure properties of the class 93”‘. The following lemma is 

obvious: 

Lemma 2.2. Let R(xl, . . . ,x,) be a relation in ‘Wb. Let f be a function (1) whose 

graph is in ‘Wb, (2) less than some projection (for all but a finite number of values 

of the variables). Then the relation R(xl,. . . ,x/_-l, f (xl,. . . ,Xn),X/+I ,...,xn) still lies 

in Wb. 

As a consequence, it is possible to use within ‘Sub quantifications which are bounded 

by a function satisfying hypothesis of this lemma. The following theorem is due to 

Harrow (cf. [9]). It generalizes the previous lemma to a polynomially bounded function, 

in case of its graph is in ‘3. The theorem 7.4 of this paper establishes the corresponding 

result for the class 93%. 

Theorem 2.3. Let R(xl, ..,x,) be a relation in 93. Let f be a function (1) whose 

graph is in ‘$3, (2) less than a polynomial (for all but a finite number of values of the 

variables). Then the relation R(xl,. . .,x1_,, f (xl,. . .,x,,), x1+1,. . ,x,) still lies in 9Z. 

As a consequence, the graphs of polynomials are in % and it is possible to use 

quantifications bounded by a function satisfying hypotheses of this theorem. 

2.1. Relations easily defined without exponentiation 

The following relations are easily seen to be rudimentary ones. 

2 = rm(x, D) (or in some cases, for typographical convenience, z = rm,,,d D(X)) iff 

((z<D)A@q<x+ 1 (x=D.q+z))AD>l)V(D= 1 Az=O); 

X = y(modD) iff 32 <@Z = rmmodD(X)) A (Z = rmmod&)); 

PRIME(x) iff 1(x = 0) A 1(x = 1) A Vy <xVz <x1(x = y.z); 

x[y iff y divides x; 

SAMEPRIME(x, y) iff x and y have the same prime divisors; 

SQUAREFREE iff x is divisible by the square of no prime number; 

MINPRZME(x, p) iff p is the smallest prime divisor of x; 

SUCCPRIME(x, p, q) iff p and q are consecutive prime divisors of x. 

Now, let us consider now the function DIVPRIME(x, i) providing the prime divisor 

of x of rank i. Its graph p = DIVPRIME( X,E was rudimentary defined as follows by ‘) 

Woods in [26]: 

x~2APRIME(p)Ap(xAi<pA3y<x+13t < y 

[SAMEPRZME(x, y) A SQUAREFREE 

A~q<y+l(MINPRZME(y,q)--tt=O(modq))A~q<y~q’<yV’cr<q~~<q’ 

((SUCCPRZME(y,q,q’)At--(modq)A t~~(modq’))+~=~+l) 

A t s i(mod p)]. 

The existence of t is ensured by the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.4. Any congruence system x-ai (mod bi) for i= 1 to n, where the hi’s 

are pairwise coprime admits infinitely many solutions in N. Moreover, there is a 

single solution to the system in [0, ny=, bi[. 

We do not give any proof of the (generally easy) number theoretic results that we 

use. Except stated otherwise, the reader is invited to refer to the book of Shapiro 

(cf. [23]). 

Now, let us define CARDDIVPRIME, which is the following counting relation: 

s = CARDDIVPRIME(x) iff s = #{p <x, PRIME(p) A p 1 x}. The rudimentarity of 

this relation follows from the equivalence between s = CARDDIVPRIME(x) and 

3p<x(p = DIVPRZME(x,s - 1) A l(!lq<x(SUCCPRIME(x, p,q)). 

2.2. Relations defined with exponentiation 

Let us recall a result due to Bennett in [l]. Paris and Dimitracopoulos gave a shorter 

arithmetical proof in [3]. 

Theorem 2.5. The ternary relation z =xJ is rudimentary. 

Now, let us turn to frequently used relations: 

Let VAL(x, i) = cl; be the valuation of the prime divisor of x of rank i. 

The rudimentarity of this relation follows from the equivalence between x= VAL(x,i) 

and 

(~=~+l~p=DIV(x,i)Aq=p*Ar=p~Aq1xA~(rIx)). 

Let t = DZGIT(x, y,z) give the digit t of weight zy in the z-expansion of x (with 

z > 2). This 4-ary relation is rudimentary as the reader can easily verify. 

3. History of the calculus 

3.1. Coding lemma 

All along this paper, by function we mean a function from some Nk to N 

Definition 3.1. The function f(x, y) is defined from the functions g(x) and h(x, y,z) 

by a primitive recursive schema if f(x, 0) = g(x) 
f(x, i + 1) = h(x, i, f(x, i)) 

In this case, g is called the initial value of the function, i the index of recursion 

and h the transition function. The n-tuple of variables x consists of n parameters. 

Let M(x, y) denote any number strictly greater than f(x,i) for i=O to y. The clas- 

sical encoding of(the history of) the calculus of f(x, y) is c= xi’=, f(x, i)M(x, y)‘. 
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Let us notice that we have c <M(x, y) Y+’ . This code is then used according to the 

following 

Proposition 3.2. We have z = f (x, y) if and only if there exists an integer 

c <M(x, y)‘+’ such that for the M(x, y)-expansion of c, the following properties 

hold 

1. the digit of weight MO of c is g(x); 

2. the digit of weight MY of c is z; 

3. if v is the digit of weight M’ of c with 0 <i < y, then the digit of weight M’+’ of 

c is h(x, i, c). 

Now, let us turn to the case of rudimentary relations (see [4, 19,261). We provide 

an arithmetical formula denoted by CODE./(z,x, y, c,M) precisely expressing the fact 

that the truncature of the M-expansion of c of length y encodes the calculus of ,f(x, v) 

with result z, namely CODE-‘(z, x, y, c, M) holds if and only if 

DZGZT(c, 0, M) = g(x) 

A ‘vi < y DZGZT(c, i + 1 ,M) = h(x, i, DZGZT(c, i,M)) 

A DZGZT(c, y, M) = z. 

Provided that the graphs of g and h are rudimentary, and using the results of the 

previous section, it is easy to prove that this formula is rudimentary. Of course, this 

does not mean that the relation z = f (x, y) is rudimentary, because in general the code 

c is not polynomially bounded in variables z, y,x, since we only know c < M(x, y)y+‘. 

Nevertheless, in the special case when the function f is increasing enough or small 

enough, this will be the case, as we shall see in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3. 

3.2. Application to Ackermann’s functions 

Let us precise what we mean by “increasing enough”. The main idea is that a fixed 

number of steps of the calculus can always be processed by hand, as well for the 

smallest values of the index of recursion as for the biggest ones. 

Lemma 3.3. Let f (x, u) be dejined from the functions g and h by a primitive recursive 

schema. Zf f is increasing relatively to x and verijies 

3k 3n 3x0 Vx>xo Vu(f(x,u)+ l)*“<(f(x+k,u))” 

and tf the graphs of g and h are rudimentary, then the relation z = f (x, u) is rudi- 

mentary. 

Proof. Let us provide the corresponding bounded arithmetical formula (as usual in 

programming, we insert comments inside it). 

(x=0/\ f(x,u)=g(u))v(x= 1A f(x,u)=h(x - l,u,g(u))) 

v . . . v(x=xo+kAf(x,u)=h(x- l,u,h(x-2,u ,..., h(O,u,g(u))). 
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These two first lines compute the x0 + k + 1 first values of J Note that, since x0 and k 

are fixed integers, this disjunction is finite. 

v(x>xo+k~3y,<y...3yk< y!Ic<y”. 

Note that, since k is a fixed integer, this formula is still a first-order formula. Moreover, 

the quantification 3c < y” is polynomially bounded because iz is also a fixed integer. 

We are in a position to encode the calculus of f(0, u ) up to f(x - k, u ) using the 

previously defined formula CODE as expected: 

(COD-@(YLV - k,c,yk + 1)) 

We achieve the calculus by computing the last k values by hand. 

~z=h(x,u,y,)~y,=h(x- l,u,y2)A . . . aye-l=h(~-k+l,~,yk))). 0 

Note that the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3 is very strong. For instance, the function 
Z’ 

xH22’ is not increasing enough, whereas XH 22. _ (for any fixed no 34) works. 

height no 

Let us apply Lemma 3.3 to Ackermann’s partial functions. An alternative (and 

complicated) proof of this result can be found in [ 161. 

Definition 3.4. Let us denote by A the following binary function (Ackermann’s 

tion) 

A(O,Y)=Y+l 
A(x+ l,O)=A(x, 1) 

‘4(x+ l,y+ l)=A(x,A(x+ l,y>>. 

more 

func- 

The main interest of this function is that it is not primitive recursive, because it is 

increasing too fast (see [22]). Let us now consider the partial functions: 

A(O,y)=y+l 

A(l,y)=y+2 
A(2, y)=2y+3 

A(3, y) = 2y+3 - 3 

A(4,y)=Tower(2,y)-3= c-3. 

j’ times . 

The following properties are easily verified: 

Vx, y A(x, y) <A(x + 1, y) (the partial functions are bigger and bigger); 

Vx,y A(x,y)<A(x,y + 1) (the partial functions are increasing); 

~x,yA(x,y+1)-A(x,y)<A(x+1,y+1)-A(x+1,y) (thepartialfunctions are 

more and more increasing); 

Vx 24, Vy 2A(“,“) <A(x, y + 1) (the partial functions are, except a finite number, at 

least as increasing as an exponentiation tower); 
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Lemma 3.5. The graphs of all partial Ackermann’s functions are rudimentary. 

Proof. We already know that the graphs of the partial functions A(O,.) up to A(3,.) 

are rudimentary. Let us show by induction on x that it is true for any A(x, .). Let us 

fix x0 >3 and let us suppose that the binary relation z=A(xo - 1, y) is rudimentary. 

Then we have: 

A(xo,O)=A(xo - 1,1) 

4xo,y + 1)=&o - 1,4xo,y))~ 

This is a primitive recursive schema. In order to apply Lemma 3.3, we only have to 

provide yo, 12 and k such that (Vy > ya(d(xo, y) + l)Y+’ <.4(x0, y + k)“). Because of the 

previous properties, we have (Vy A(xo, y + l)J’+’ <2A(xo,y+‘)(J’f’) < 2A(xo,Y+2) <A(xs, y + 

3)). Hence ya =O, n = 1 and k = 3 fulfill all requirements. 0 

C. Calude proved in 1987 that the ternary relation z = A(x, y) is rudimentary, in a 

technical but likesome way (see [28]). 

3.3. Very short and small recurrences 

There is also another case when the classical encoding c= c;“=, f (x,i)M(x,y)’ is 

small enough to be used in a bounded arithmetical formula. This case occurs when 

both the largest value of the index of recursion y and the values of the function are 

very small relatively to some variable occurring in the parameters x. 

Lemma 3.6. Let p 3 1 be a fixed integer and let 0 <E < 1. Let $ be any unary func- 

tion, whose graph lies in ‘Sob and such that +(x1) < [(log2(xI ))I-“J. Zf (1) f (x, y) 

is defined by a primitive recursive schema from g and h, (2) the graphs of g and 

h are in Sub, (3) f or all i<&xl), we have f (x, i) <( Llog2(xi)])P, then the relation 

(yd$(xl)r\(z=f(x,y)) also lies in !Rub. 

Proof. It suffices to bound the code in a convenient way. We can choose M(x,y)= 

(llog2(xl)1)p + 1, and the reader easily verifies that the code is c = ~~~~‘“l’ 

f (x,i)M(x,y) <xl (for all but a finite number of values of xi). 0 

All the functions verifying the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3 are very increasing, and 

all the functions verifying the hypothesis of Lemma 3.6 are very small. To deal with 

some other cases, we have to make the code smaller. There are two devices: making 

the recursion shorter on one hand, and on the other hand making the values of the 

function smaller. In Section 4, we present two methods of reducing the problem of 

belonging to ‘%Ob of the graph of a given primitive recursive function f to that of the 

graph of another primitive recursive function F, with F satisfying the hypothesis of 

Lemma 3.6. In Subsection 4.1, we are concerned by making the values of the function 

smaller, and in Subsection 4.2 with making the recursion shorter. 
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4. Toolbox 

4. I. Chinese remainders coding 

Now, we present a tool already used in [ 19,261 which allows us to make the values 

of the function smaller. This coding device is based on theorem 2.4. 

First, let us denote Icm, the lowest common multiple and let us give two number 

theoretic lemmas. 

Lemma 4.1. For all n > 1, the inequality 2”-’ 6 lcm(k; 1 <k <n} holds. 

Lemma 4.2. Let a and b be nonzero integers. v, for all k <MAX{ [log(a)1 ; 

[log(b)] }, we have rm(a, k + 1) = rm(b, k + 1 ), then a = 6. 

Now, let us come back to recursively defined functions. Let f be defined from g 

and h by a primitive recursive schema. In order to prove that z = f(x, y), according to 

Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show that for all k <MAX{ [log(z)/ ; [log(f(x, y))l }, we have 

rm(z, k + I ) = rm(f(x, y), k + 1). In case the function F(x, y, k) = rm(f(x, y), k + 1) is 

easier to compute than ,f(x, y), this will be very useful to our purpose. Let us formalize 

this idea in Lemma 4.3 below. 

Lemma 4.3. IJ’ (1) f is dejined from g and h by a primitive recursive schema; (2) the 

graphs of the functions g and h are in !Vb; (3) the function h satishes for all y,x,z 

and k the equality 

rm(h(x, Y, z>, k + 1) = rm(h(x, y, rm(z, k)), k + 1); 

(4) the function f is bounded by some power of one of the parameters x, say x1, then 

for all 0 <F < 1 the relation (y < L(log2(xi ))‘-“I ) /\ (z = f(x, y)) is also in ‘Sub: 

Proof. Let the function G be defined by G(xl, k) = Min{ 1 + [log(xi)l, k + l}. Let 

us define F by a primitive recursive schema from rmo(x,.k)g(x) and rmo&,,k)(h(x,i, 

rm(z, k + 1))). From the hypothesis, for all k < [log(xi )I, we have rm(f(x, y), k + 1) = 

F(x, y, k) by an easy induction on y. From Lemma 4.2, we can replace z = f(x, y) by 

(Z <XI ) A b’kk, r(log(x, ))I (rmk k + 1) = F(x, Y, k)). 

From the Lemma 3.6, the result is proved. q 

At this point, we achieve one of our aims: the values of the function to encode are 

made much smaller. For instance, if f is bounded by M(x, y), the size of the classical 

code c of the history of the calculus of f(x, y) is c < (M(x, y))J’+‘, whereas the size 

of the code C corresponding to F is C < ( [log,(M(x, y))l + 1 )J’+’ . 
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4.2. Iteration of recursion 

In this subsection, we present a new tool which permits to reduce a recursion of 

length y < Llog,(xt )] ‘+’ to at most 2k recursions of length 1 \/rog20], for any fixed 

k. The basic idea is quite natural, and comes from parallel computation: to perform a re- 

cursion of length [log,(xr )] k+‘, it suffices to perform a recursion of length 1 ,,/mJ, 

then to iterate it (i.e. perform 1,/-J steps of length 1d-J ), such obtain- 

ing a recursion of length ( Id-1 )2, and so on, at most 2k times (i.e. a fixed 

number of operations). 

Lemma 4.4. Let P be a polynomial in W[X] and p be a positive integer. If (1) j’ is 

defined from g and h by a primitive recursive schema, (2) the graphs of the functions 

g and h are in Sob, (3) the function f is bounded by [log,(xl )I P, then the relation 

(y < P( [log,(xl )J )) A (2 =f (x, y)) is also in Wb. 

Proof. Let y < P( 1d-j ), then for some fixed k, we have y <(ldm] )2kf’. 

Hence we can write y = c;“, aj( l,/&&jJ )‘, with aj < (1,/-J ) for i = 0 to 

2k. Our goal is to provide 2k + 1 formulas defining the finite sequence f (x, cizO aj 

( \q”mj )I) for r = 0 to 2k by induction on r. 

First of all, we have to define a new function FO corresponding to one use of our 

transition function h, containing the initial value Z and initial index Y as additional 

variables. Hence we have: 

Fob, 4-5 Y) = Mint-5 llog2(xI >.I”) 

Fo(x, i + l,Z, Y) = Min{h(x, Y + i,Fo(x, i,Z, Y)), [log,(xl)J “}. 

One can verify by an easy induction that Fo(x,i, f(x, Y), Y)= f(x, Y +i). Now, we 

define a function denoted by fo and corresponding to the recursive application of the 

transition function h exactly ld-1 times, with initial condition Z and from the 

index Y, that is fo(x,Z, Y) = Fo(x, [q”m],Z, Y). An easy induction shows that 

FO satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.6. Hence, the graph of fo is in !RUb. 

Then, we iterate this device, and recursively define the functions 4 and f/ corres- 

ponding to the recursive use of the function h with steps of length (lJm]),i, 

under initial condition Z and from the index Y: 

+i( lJ~J)j), llw2(x1)1p) 

hi,lC.&Z, Y)=F;+1(x, L$Gm,Z Y). 

At each step, the graph of the function fi is in ‘Sub. One can verify by an easy 

induction that F;(x, i, f (x, Y), Y) = f (x, Y + i( 1d-j )J). Finally, we reach y = 

Ezsai( ld&$GJI >j with aj < ld=J f or i = 0 up to 2k because we compute in 
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turn zo =Fc(x, a~, g(x), 0) (from the hypothesis, this is in ‘Sob, because as< 1d-j ), 

then ~1 =fi(x,a~,zo,ao>, then z~=~z(x,~~,zo,uI Lv’~]), up to z=f(x,y)= 

F2k(x,u2k,Z2~~1,~~~‘a,cL~~l)~). 0 

As a consequence, using, Lemma 4.4 instead of Lemma 3.6 in the proof of Lemma 

4.3, we obtain the 

Lemma 4.5. Let P be a polynomial in N[X]. Zf (1) f is dejned from g and h by 

u primitive recursive schema, (2) the graphs of the functions g and h are in 9ZUh, 

(3) the function h satisfies for all y,x,z, k, the equality rm(h(x, y,z), k + 1) = 

rm(h, (x, y, rm(z, k + l)), k + l), (4) the function f is bounded by some power of 

one of the parameters x, say x1, then the relation (y < P( [log,(xi )I )) A (z = f (x, y)) 

is also in ‘Sub. 

5. Application to arithmetical relations 

Usually, we need some ad-hoc additional device to reach a recursion of length 

smaller than P( jlog(xt )J ) b e ore applying Lemma 4.5. In this section, we present such f 

devices. We denote the number of element of the set A by #A. 

5.1. Counting divisors 

Definition 5.1. Let us denote by z = CARDDZV(x) the counting binary relation de- 

fined by z= #(v <x,vlx}. 

Lemma 5.2. The relation z = CARDDZV(x) is rudimentary. 

Proof. This result was proved at first by Meloul. Here, we give a new proof. 

Let x= nsii py be the prime numbers decomposition of x. Hence the number 

of divisors of x is n&i (1 + cli). Let us define the function f by primitive recursion: 

1 

f(x,O)= 1 

1 

f (x, i).( VAL(x, DZVPRZME(x, i)) + 1) 

f(x,i+ l)= if i < CARDDZVPRZME(x, i) 

f (x, i) otherwise. 

The relation z = CARDDZV(x) is then equivalent to z = f (x, CARDDZVPRZME(x)). 

Now, it suffices to verify that the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 are satisfied: 

first, the transition function is defined by 

z.( VAL(x, DZVPRZME(x, i) + 1) 
{ h(x,i.r)={ z 

if i < CARDDZVPRZME(x, i) 

otherwise. 

Consequently it has a rudimentary graph, and obviously satisfies hypothesis (3); 
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secondly, the function f is less than x. Now, we may apply Lemma 4.5 and, since 

the function CARDDZVPRZM(x) is less than [10g2(x)j + 1, the result is proved. 0 

5.2. Summing divisors 

Lemma 5.3. The binary relation y = Cd,x d is rudimentary. 

Proof. Let us use the following equalities: 

Cl,, = SUMDZV(x)=‘; 
i=O 

In order to give rudimentary definitions of each of the unbounded sum involved, let 

us consider the recursively defined function f(x,i,j): 

(f(x,i,O)= 1 
f (x, i,j) + DZVPRZME(x, i)j+’ 

1 f(x’i’j+ l)= ( f(x,i,j) 

4 J < VAL(x, DZVPRZME(x, i)) 

2ierwise. 

We have f (x, i, VAL(x, DZVPRZME(x, i))) = cJLo pi’ and the function f satisfies 

all the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5. In order to give rudimentary definition of the product, 

we also define the function g(x,i) as follows: 

1 
67(x, 0) = 1 

g(x,i+ l)= 

g(x, i). f (x, i, VAL(x, DZVPRZME(x, i))) 

if i < CARDDZVPRZME(x) 

g(x, i ) otherwise. 

We have g(x, CARDDZVPRZME(x)) = SUMDZV(x) and the function g satisfies all 

the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5. Hence, the relation z = SUMDZV(x) is rudimentary. 

q 

Definition 5.4. An integer x is perfect iff it is equal to the sum of its strict divisors. 

Corollary 5.5. The set of perfect numbers is rudimentary. 

Proof. Obvious since x is a perfect number iff 2x = Cdl1 d. 0 

6. Application to linear and polynomial recurrences 

In this section, we generalize the proof of the rudimentarity of the sequence of 

Fibonacci’s numbers (see [6, 161) to the case of linear and polynomial recurrences. 
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Definition 6.1. A sequence of natural integers (~,),~a is a linear recurrence if there 

exist k > 0 and integers al,. . ,ak such that for all n >k, u, = cf=, aiu,_i. 

The only non-trivial case occurs when 2 < Et, a; and (~a,. . . , uk-1) # (0,. . . ,O). 

Now, let us state two technical results that provide an ad hoc device for making the 

recursive calculus of U, shorter and smaller. 

Lemma 6.2. Let (u,),&o be a linear recurrence such that 2 < Cf=, ai and 

(uo, . . . > uk-I) # (O,..., 0). Then there exist integers no, A >2, s > 1 and B 22 such 

that jbr all n > no, we have An < (u,,)’ and u, <B”. 

Proof. By induction on n. 17 

Before applying our tools, we have to shorten the recursion. To this end, we use 

the periodicity of the sequence of the remainders: for any c > 0, let us denote by 

(u,C),>a the sequence of remainders modulo cf 1 of the linear recurrence (u,),~o, i.e. 

24; =rnz(u,,c + 1). 

Lemma 6.3. There exist integers T (called period) and d (called the beginning of 

periodicity) such that d + T < (1 +c)~ andfor all n greatest than d, we have ufiir = MR. 

Proof. Consider the set X = {(u,C, u,‘,, , . , u,C+~_, ), 0 d n d (1 + c)“}. Due to the in- 

equality c3uz for every n, the cardinality of X is at most (1 + c)~. Thanks to the 

restriction of the domain of n, there are in fact (1 + c)~ + 1 such k-tuples. Hence at 

least two k-tuples are equal. This fact, together with the definition of (u,C),~O, proves 

the lemma. 0 

The definition of the sequence (~&)~>a is not a primitive recursive schema. Now, 

our task consists in reducing the problem to some primitive recursive schema. Let 

us present a classical coding device (see [22]). The idea consists in replacing the 

sequence of integers (u: )n >O by the sequence (U,C ), >O of elements of Nk defined by 

UC = (uf, . , u;_~+, ). We encode the k-tuple U; into one single integer. We choose 

a coding function for k-tuples which is a polynomial of degree k; we denote such a 

polynomial by POL(xl , . . . ,xk ). We do not need to explicit this polynomial. We only 

need the existence of decoding functions, denoted by UNCi(y) for i = 1 to n. These 

functions satisfy UNCi( POL(xl , . . . ,xk )) = Xi. It can be shown that the graphs of these 

decoding functions are rudimentary (see [l]). 

Now, using the transition function 

h(z) = POL ( ( rmmod(c) caiUNCi(z) , UNC,(z),..., UNCk_l(Z) , 
1=l 

we define the coding sequence ( v:)~ >a for ( U,C), g~ by 

0’0 = PoL(al_,,...,u;) 

v;+, = h(v;). 
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This is a primitive recursive schema defining the sequence (zI$)~~~, showing as well 

its study is in the scope of this paper. 

Theorem 6.4. All linear recurrences are rudimentary relations. 

Proof. We first show that the sequence (u, ),>o is rudimentary if and only if for all 

cd FbU")l the sequence (uf )o~~~(~+I)A+I is rudimentary. Then we prove this fact, 

using the encoded sequence (~~),,~a and a legal additional parameter z such that A” <zs 

and z<B”. 

Let p be an integer such that B -CAP. From Lemmas 4.2 and 6.2, the relation z = u, 

is equivalent to 

(z=uoAn=O)V . . . V(~=u~,An=no) 

V(n > no AZ < B”tzSP P,(‘v!c)< j20g2(B”)jrm(z,c + l)=rm(u,,c + 1)). 

Therefore, our problem is reduced to that of the rudimentarity of the sequence (u;),~,,,. 

Up to a translation of the index of recursion, we can assume that no = 0. Now, Lemma 

6.3 provides the following formula denoted by DEF(d, T, c) defining a period T and a 

beginning of periodicity d for (u;)~~~,,: 

d<(c+ l)“A3n<(c+ l)k(n>dAuE=uiAT=n-d). 

Consequently, we have u = 1.4: iff 

YTd(c+ l)%d<(c+ l)k[DEF(d,T,c) --) ([n<dAu = uz] 

V[n>dA+d(c+ l)k+ l(d+T>r>d)A(r=n(modT)Au=u~)])]. 

Hence what we actually need are the (c + 1 )k + 2 first values of the sequence (u: ),, ao, 

as we announced before. Since cb [log,(P)], we have u; < 1 +2spLlog,(z)] (hence 

vz < ( [log,(z)j )9 for some q) and (c+ l)k + 2 < (2 + 2sp[log,(z)j )k +2, so that the hy- 

potheses of Lemma 4.4 are satisfied for the sequence (II~)~~~~(~+, )k+, . This completes 

the proof. 0 

Now, let us pass to the case of polynomial recurrences. It is obtained from the 

previous case of linear recurrences by minor changes in the proofs. 

Definition 6.5. A sequence of natural integers (u,),>o is a polynomial recurrence if 

there exist k > 0 and a polynomial P(xr, . . . ,xk) such that V’n >k, u, = P(u,_l, . . , u,-~). 

Theorem 6.6. All polynomial recurrences are rudimentary relations. 

7. On polynomial substitution in counting rudimentary sets 

In this section, we use the tools we present in this paper from a slightly different 

viewpoint. Indeed, we are no more concerned in proving that a given primitive recursive 
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relation is rudimentary. Our aim is to prove that counting rudimentary relations are 

closed under polynomial substitution as defined in 7.3 below. 

Definition 7.1. Let R(xi,. . . ,xn) c N”. We say that the relation S(xi,. . . ,x,,z) is ob- 

tained from R by a counting operation when for some index 1 E { 1,. . , n} we have 

S(xi ,..., x,,z) iff z=#{i<xi/R(xl,..., x[_l,i,x[+l,..., x,,)}. 

Definition 7.2. Let us denote by 3’ the smallest class of relations over integers con- 

taining the graph of addition and multiplication and closed under the following opera- 

tions: 

l boolean operations; l explicit transformations; l counting operation; l bounded 

quantifications Kc < y . . and 3x < y . . . 

It is easy to verify that a counting operation is a very restrictive primitive recursive 

schema. Hence, the class !R* is an !RVh class, and we can use Lemmas 4.3 to 4.5 

in this framework. Moreover, since Vi < y R(x, i) is equivalent to y = #{i < y/R(x, i)}, 

we can drop the requirement on quantifications in this definition without loss of 

generality. 

The best-known counting rudimentary relation is y = pX meaning that y is the xth 

prime number (i.e. po = 2, pl = 3, p2 = 5,. . .). It is not known whether ‘9” = ‘X For 

instance, the question of whether the relation y = pX is in ‘93 is still open. In [9], an 

arithmetical definition of this relation, in which all quantifications are exponentially 

bounded is provided. In [4,16], the authors provide rudimentary definitions of such 

relations as y=(pX)LfiJ and y=(pX)“. 

The class ‘%’ was first investigated by Paris and Wilkie in [19]. They proved 

that, in the special case when R(xl, . . ,x,) is a rudimentary relation and the num- 

ber z of icy such that R(xl,..., xl_-l,i,xl+I ,..., xk) verifies z< [lo&(x[)j” (for some 

fixed n and I), then the relation z =#{i< y/R(xl,. . . ,xl_l,i,xl+l,. . .,xk)} is also 

rudimentary. 

Definition 7.3. Let R be a relation over n, of arity k. We say that the relation S(x) 

is obtained from R by a polynomial substitution if for some k-tuple of polynomials 

Pi(x),. . .,Pk(x) in N[Xi,. .,&I, we have S(x) iff R(Pl(x) ,..., Pk(x)). 

Let us recall that the following inclusions hold: % G 9?’ C 3,’ C Ei C E’, c 6$ and 

that only the last one is known to be strict. Also, it is known that the closure under 

polynomial substitution of 6: and of 3, ’ are @ (see [4]), whereas ‘% and @+ are 

closed under polynomial substitution (see [9]). Here we prove that it is also the case 

for %‘. Moreover, it is known that Qi (so-called arithmetical relations) is closed 

under exponential substitution, whereas the closure under exponential substitution of % 

(hence also of ‘%‘,3~‘, CZ”,, and CE’,) is E”,. 

Theorem 7.4. The class ‘92’ is closed under polynomial substitution. 
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Before proving it, let us notice that Theorem 7.4 is equivalent to Corollary 7.5 

below. 

Corollary 7.5. The class 91” is closed under polynomially bounded quant$cations. 

The following corollary emphasizes the important role of Theorem 7.4 in these topics. 

Corollary 7.6. Zf ‘$2’ = 3;‘, then ‘93’ = 3;’ = (5: = C5!+ = (5:. 

Proof. It follows from the fact that Ei is the closure of 3,’ by polynomial substitu- 

tions. (see [4]). 0 

Now, let us turn back to the proof of Theorem 7.4. We have divided it into three 

steps. We first show that Theorem 7.4 is a consequence of Lemma 7.8. Then we show 

that Lemma 7.8 is a consequence of Lemma 7.9. Finally, we prove Lemma 7.9. For 

simplicity of notation, let us introduce the following definition. 

Definition 7.7. Let R be a relation in !R’ of arity k. We say that R satisfies property 

PULSUBST if for any k-tuple of polynomials PI(X), . . .,Pk(x) in N[.x~, . ,x,,], the 

relation R(P, (x), . . ,Pk(x)) still lies in ‘Ji’. 

Hence, Theorem 7.4 can be rephrased as: Any relation RE ‘92’ satisfies 

POLSUBST. Below, every polynomial will be in N[xi,. . . ,x,1. 

First step 

Lemma 7.8. For all relation R(x, y) E ‘93’ satisfying POLSUBST, the relation defined 

by z = #(i < y/R(x, i)} also satis-es POLSUBST. 

We intend to prove that the Theorem 7.4 is a consequence of Lemma 7.8. by external 

induction on the construction of the relations of !Ri”. 

1. The relations xi =x2 +x3 and xi =x2 .x3 satisfy POLSUBST because any polyno- 

mial relation lies in %, hence also in ‘!Ri#. 

2. If R and Q both satisfy POLSUBST, it is easy to verify that TR, R A Q and R V Q 

also satisfy it. 

3. If R(x, y) E ‘3? satisfies POLSUBST, then Lemma 7.8 ensures that z = #{i< y/ 

R(x, i)} also satisfies POLSUBST. 

Second step 

Let us turn to the proof of Lemma 7.8. We proceed by simultaneous substitutions 

of polynomials to all variables. With this aim in view, we introduce Lemma 7.9. We 

shall denote xi,. . ,xh by x’ and rci(x), , n,(x) by Z(X) and for any fixed integer p, 

let D,(d,x) be the integer inf{d + 1,1 + [p log,(2 +x)1}. 
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Lemma 7.9. Let R(y,x’) be a relution in ‘?I? satisfying POLSUBST, jbr any poly- 

nomial P(x), for any (m + 1)-tuple of polynomials (no(x,u),n(x)), and any index 

1~ 1 <n, and any integer p, the graph of the function F dejined by 

F(d, x) = r~mOd(D,,(d,xl))#{i G P(x); R(~o(x, i>, n(x))) 

lies in ‘%“. 

We intend to prove that Lemma 7.8 is a consequence of Lemma 7.9. Let R(y,x’) be 

a relation in ‘Si” satisfying POLSUBST. In order to prove that the relation z = #{i < y/ 

R(i,x’)} also satisfies POLSUBST, let (P(x),R(x), $(x)) be a (m + 2)-tuple of poly- 

nomials. Let us choose an integer p such that P(x)<(2 + Max{xl; 1 <I <n})P. Then 

the relation $(x) = #{i <P(x)/R(i,$x))} is equivalent to 

(xi. a) A (~d)~rp.log,(z+x,))1(3z)gd 

($(x1 -z(mod(d + 1))) A (z = rm,,dD,,(d,.~,)#{i<P(x);R(i,R(x))))). 

It follows from Lemma 7.9 that this relation lies in ‘3’. 

Lust step 

Now, let us prove Lemma 7.9. The proof proceeds by induction on the construction 

of the polynomial P. Let R(y,x’) be a relation in %’ satisfying POLSUBST. 

Cuse of a sum of polynomials. Let P,(x) and S(x) be such that for any (m+ 1)-tuple 

of polynomials (rto(x, u), z(x)), and for any index 16 1 <n, and for any integer p, the 

graph of the two functions F, and F2 defined by Fl(d,x) = rm,,do,~(d,x,)#{i~P,(x); 

R(Ko(x,~),Nx))} and F2(d,x) = rm,,dD,,(d,x,)#{i~P2(~);R(710(~,i+q(~)),~L(~))} are 

in 93’. 

Then the relation rm,OdQ,(d,X,)#{i <PI(X) +9(x); R(Q(x, i), z(x))} =z is equivalent 

to 

(3~1 )<D,,(d,x,)(322)<D,,(d,x,)(ZI =F~(d,x)) A (~2 =fi(d,x)) 

A (~R(710(X,Pl(X)),71(X)) A (Z=rm,od(D,,(d,x,)(Zl + z2)) 

vR(~O(x,pl(x)),~(X)) A (Z=rm,,d(D,,(d,x,)(ZI + 22 - 1))) 

and consequently lies in $XUb. 

Case of a product by a variable, say xi. Let P(x) be a polynomial such that the 

graph of the function F(d, x) = rm,OdQ,(d,X,)#{ i <P(x)/R(zo(x, i)), IT(X)} is in %’ for 

any IT(X), rta(x, v), I and p as above. Let us consider the function F’(d, x) = rm,OdD&&x,) 

#{i <XI . P(x)/R(q,(x, i)), n(x),)}. Let G,(x, d) be defined by 

o,,(d,*/ )- 1 
c rm,,dD,,(d,x,)j.#{U<XI; #{u<P(x);R(uP(x) + U>R(X)} 

j=O 

=AmoW,(4xr)))). 
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Roughly speaking, this function is obtained at first by counting of the intervals of 

length P(x) inside of which the number of integers such that R(Q(x, i), n(x)) is equal 

to j modulo D(d,xl); secondly, by multiplying this number by j; at last by summing 

modulo D(d,x~) all these numbers up to D(d,xl) - 1. 

Now, using the induction hypothesis on P, the relation #{u <P(x); R(uP(x)+o, n(x)} 

=j(mod(D,(d,xl))) is in 93’. Then, the counting relation y=#{u<xl/#{v<P(x)/ 

R(u.P(x) + u,a(x))} =j(mod(D,(d, x,)))} IS a so 1 in ‘Xi”. Finally, using Lemma 4.4, 

we show that the graph of G, is in 93’. Thanks to the equality between Gp(x,d) and 

F’(d,x) the proof is complete. 0 
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